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INTRODUCTION

The state of natural attractions and tourism management has been the focus of much research over the years. Tourism affects all aspects of the natural environment. There is a need to study the “environmental inter-relationships…especially in ecologically sensitive areas such as small islands, reefs, desert oases, and tropical habitats” as these areas most often offer the “greatest tourism potential” (Inskeep, 1987, p 120). Degrees of impact vary according to the number of tourists, the resilience of the ecosystem to the pressure wrought by tourism, time, the changing fashions in tourism, and the transformational nature of tourism itself (Burns and Associates, 1989). Transportation links the various destinations and ferries people, goods, and services. Tourism is all about travel; and the role of transportation in its operation is vital. It is largely due to the improvement of transportation that tourism has expanded. The advent of flight has shrunk the world, and the motor vehicle has made travel to anywhere possible. This reality coupled with changing work patterns and innovative marketing has driven international mass tourism through the years.

Culpan (1987, p 546) identified Airlines as the “important ingredients of the international tourism system,” acknowledging that linkage by air, sea and land modes is essential for the operations as well as the availability of support services such as fuel stations, auto repair, motels and rest facilities for land travel.

Advances in transportation have widely eased travel. It is attributed to the ease and accessibility of modern transport that has spurred the widespread growth of nature tourism within India and globally (Honey, 1999). The increase in the number of visitors to what were once remote areas has resulted in degradation and damage of the resources prompting the need to re-evaluate the role of Airlines in the exercise. Impacts of tourism development include soil erosion or compaction, clearance of vegetation to give way to roads and tourism facilities, recreation use of off-road vehicles, trail bikes, snowmobiles, horses, and even the trampling of pedestrians (Buckley, 1996). The careful planning of
sensitive areas which includes the utilization of zoning to determine areas for facilities and tourist activities and to protect natural areas and discourage development, and the planning of roads, hiking and riding trails should be integrated into the natural environment (Inskeep, 1987).
OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the study are:

- To study and analyze the role of Airlines towards tourism promotion in India
- To identify the contribution and responsibilities of Airlines towards tourism promotion and tourist’s satisfaction
- To identify how effective airlines operation have helped tourism sector to prosper
- To investigate how satisfied airline tourists tend to become a satisfied customer to the over all service sectors
- To make certain suggestions to the stakeholders involved to improve airlines services and facilities provided to the tourists at Indian Airports particularly New Delhi
LITERATURE REVIEW

Rockfall (1995, p 1) was exhaustive in his criticism of what he called “the spectra of tourism” which he sees as slowly ruining erstwhile pristine landscapes, quaint communities, as well as polluting the air and water, trivializing cultures, and degrading life on this planet. He puts the blame on poor or lack of visitor management and the level of accessibility of the destination area. Accessibility and tourism activities have broken barriers and opened formerly off-the-beaten-track areas to visitors through aggressive marketing of some far-off paradise with the availability of transport.

Air Transportation in tourism is most often seen as just part of the tourism system which is in charge of bringing the tourists to the destinations, a means of getting around the place and leaving it once the duration of the trip is over. Page and Lumsdon (2004) contend that the Air Transportation System of a tourist destination has an impact on the tourism experience which explains how people travel and why they choose different forms of holiday, destination, and transport. The improvement in transportation modes plus low fares has increased the accessibility of areas once considered off-the-beaten-path. Access to tourism sites vary according to the nature of the site, the state of infrastructure, and the efficiency of the public transport system.

The OECD (1988 as cited in Button, 1993) came out with a table outlining the major impacts of transportation on the environment. For land transportation, the rail and roads impact wildlife and habitat when these pass through natural areas, creating divisions in an otherwise contiguous plain. Emissions from road and air transport are the common sources of greenhouse gases and industrialization has not helped much in curtailing the sources. “The transport sector is responsible for over a quarter of the world’s primary energy use, and for about 54 percent of all world oil consumption” (Peters, 2000, p 110). Air and noise pollution accounts for the engine noise from planes, motor vehicles, construction, overhead cable cars, as well as human voices and footfalls (Buckley, 1996).

Tourism and accessibility may be linked to the level of degradation of the destination.
Issues arising from this include the concept of carrying capacity, impacts per capita, and visitor management. How these issues are managed is reflective of the type of tourism being advocated by the operator, the community as well as the government.

Accessibility can make or break a destination. There are two streams of argument here: one involves the number of visitors and the other involves number of visitors per capita. The first contend that too much access brings in a bigger number of people that can increase the level of degradation, decrease the experience, and impact the natural state of the resources. The second argument takes into consideration the ratio of visitors to the host population and the level and type of impacts created.

On the issue of carrying capacity, Inskeep (1987) acknowledges the fact that areas such as small islands, arid and coastal lands, reefs, mountains and lakes are vulnerable to tourist overuse and overdevelopment and proposes that carrying capacity should be a part of the comprehensive regional and site-specific analysis and planning process. And “it is important to distinguish between capacity based on tourist acceptability and that predicated on environmental deterioration because the two may not be the same” (Inskeep, 1987, p 121).

Fennell (2003) and Honey (1999) cited the experience of the Galapagos Islands in Ecuador wherein the increase in access started a chain of problems: in the 1970s access to the islands was through cargo ships from Ecuador’s main port in Guayaquil which plied the islands every three months or so but the growing popularity of the islands as a nature enclave spurred the boating business to expand from just five small boats in the early 70s to forty-two by 1980; and when the United States military base on Baltra accommodated regular commercial airlines, visitor number quickly grew to unsustainable proportions as crowding on trails and the monitoring of visitor movement became inefficient with the lack of qualified guides. Immigration escalated as higher paying jobs were on hand which led to the introduction of new species such as goats and rats which in turn endangered the species endemic to the island (Honey, 1999).
Ratio of visitor to host population should be kept at a level wherein the community is comfortable with the level of influx of visitors and there is no conflict regarding resources. Many researches have covered the problems of areas wherein the local community has been alienated by the tourism development in their area. Worse, aside from being banned from using the beaches as these are for the exclusive use of hotel guests, oftentimes locals suffer power and water shortages just so that hotels have air conditioning and running water at all times.

An increase in visitor number means a lot of things: congestion on the roads and trails, increase in pollution level (both noise and air), more trash to contend with, insufficient infrastructure to support the increase, as well as the impacts on the environment and wildlife. The telling disappearance of the golden toad in the Monteverde Cloud Forest Reserve in Costa Rica is one case where numbers fell from 1,500 in 1987 to virtually zero within two years has been attributed to the increase in tourism of the area (Honey, 1999).

Independent Digital (UK) Ltd. (2004) ran an article regarding how “cheap flights and a fascination with the environment” has contributed to the degradation of natural areas. It is so easy now to hop on a plane and reach one’s destination within the day, factor in the cheap prices and a destination area is immediately swamped with visitors. The modes we choose and how we travel are indicators of our level of awareness. Some tour operators give options to their clients while others just group them together to get the best out of a deal. As argued earlier, access to places would rather be organically developed or planned with the conservation of nature in mind. And the impacts of transportation on the environment have been an issue through the years. The Kyoto Protocol is seen as the instrument to force industrialized countries to reduce emissions, yet still has to prove its worth.

As with the arguments regarding economics, Ozbay, K. et al. (2003) theorized that having a reliable and efficient transport infrastructure is a key factor in a region’s economic welfare. They utilized several accessibility indexes such as Hansen’s (1959),
Ingram’s (1971), and those of Black and Conroy’s (1977) to check the performance of a transport network and came up with a conclusion that a region with good access ensures the efficient operations of manufacturing, retail, labour, and housing markets. The relation between being an economic success and accessibility is logical in the sense that the flow of goods and services are unhampered. This logic can be abused by governments willing to sacrifice the environment for steady cash flow. The question of sustainability and economic issues again enter the picture.

Transport strategies reflect the values of those in the business. In Farrell and Runyan (1991, p 31), different transport-tourism management approaches are suggested: one is “to ‘harden’ the resource by paving, fencing, restricting, or directing traffic or by other means to facilitate more intensive use”; others include regulation using land use, limiting/prohibiting access— dependent on the nature of the site, pricing is also a much debated alternative, and the use of visitor traffic management schemes such as private-public transport linkages, speed limits, group size and characteristics, and marketing. Since transportation is a derived demand then knowing the target population would greatly help in determining the most suitable modes of transport for certain areas.

Another strategy utilized in transportation management includes the creation of land use policies, by regulating location, scale, density and design of activities, which have an impact on traffic flows. It can also be utilized to adjust urban development around the needs of the public transport system to create a balanced passenger demand. The promotion of non-motorized and public transport is emphasized and the involvement of users is encouraged in decision- making and in mitigating the negative effects of transport. Though land-use planning alone cannot resolve unsustainable transport patterns, it can help reduce the number of unnecessary trips, prevent activity fragmentation and provide opportunities for other more environment-friendly modes of transport (Heralal, 2003).

Finally, the issue on tourism sustainability and transport can be noted when access to attractions that give destinations their tourism appeal are either off- limits or limited
(Ayala, 1996). Reasons vary from the need to rehabilitate due to too much stress because of heavy visitation to non-accommodation of tourists to preserve a site. Mowforth and Munt (1998) point out that motorized vehicles are now being restricted in nature areas. The fact that the automobile is one of the most unsustainable modes of transport, this move is indeed good news. For countries with a high level of car ownership and use, this could be an issue regarding freedom and rights. Though this issue may not be of much concern in Third World Countries (TWCs), special cases such as the “highway…built through the Metropolitan National Park in Panama City, [which is] the largest area of tropical rainforest within the boundaries of a city” and the use of wildlife safari vehicles in East Africa is worth investigating (Mowforth and Munt, 1998, p 118). In the final analysis, it is how people travel, how the destinations are being packaged, and the stand of the governments on ecotourism as reflected by the regulations, which are crucial in determining the level of sustainability.

The role that Air transportation plays in the planning of natural areas as destination sites involves various players and the consideration of the needs of the community it will serve. Transportation sometimes does not stimulate the desired tourism development and therefore it is important to understand the central position of transport in destination development if the destination’s growth process is to be understood.

The reality that there has been an increasing demand for natural areas as destination sites, whereas there has been a marked decline in the quality and quantity of natural areas due to the increase in tourism. Analyses of tourism movement shows that it is based on the concept of seasonality: preferred climates, location, and schedules of activities such as festivals and the like (Burns and Associates, 1989). An association can also be drawn between the type of tourist being catered for and the impacts their activities have on the environment.

Holden (2000) identified psychocentrics composed of self-inhabited, nervous and non-adventurous individuals who prefer a high level of tourism development; and the allocentrics composed of confident, experimental and adventurous individuals who prefer
non-institutionalized tourism. In Dufus and Dearden’s study (1990, as cited in Hvenegaard, 1994) wildlife tourists were classified based partially on the physical rigor and interest level; they came up with the specialists who required little infrastructure, interpretative or management facilities and whose presence is absorbed by existing support systems; while generalists were less ambitious and usually came in large numbers, were not particularly interested in the site’s attraction and therefore relied heavily on infrastructure. Areas visited by generalists should have a good management plan in place to offset the impacts of the added pressure of their presence.

The concern for the welfare of tourists has always been the priority for an economically driven business. Most travel and tourism researches have focused on how to improve the system of catering to their needs such as easing transfers, the right accommodation, food, and the types of activities offered. It would seem that the world revolved around the tourists and everyone in the industry bowed to follow and cater to their whims. Through the years, a change of focus has been encouraged from an anthrocentric to an ecocentric perspective. The new environmental paradigm was spurred by sustainability issues and the reality that present development is deemed “inconsistent with the world’s environmental carrying capacity” (Weaver and Lawton, 2002, p 343).

The sustainability issue between tourism and Air transportation is perceived differently by the local government, the operators, and the various organizations. It is important and essential to the success of a plan that a tourism strategy takes into consideration the various roles of the stakeholders in making the practice more sustainable. Brohman (1996) believes that the state and the market should establish the parameters wherein tourism development will serve both the interests of the state and the public. The importance of the role of non-government organizations (NGOs), community groups, and the local government in the planning of the destination areas is stressed.

In a survey done of two hundred and twenty-one ecotour operators showed that their concern regarding overdevelopment, loss of pristine environments, and traditional cultures are not as keen as those of the academics’; but they recognize the increase in
environmental awareness and the need to introduce more sustainable development values in the products and practices of the industry (Lew, 1998).

Doolan (1994) acknowledges that tour operators are keen on the traveling aspect of ecotourism, it is important that travel is undertaken. As for operators, this group is concerned with bringing tourists to the destinations: issues on accessibility, modes, accommodation, and group size to spectacular but remote areas are taken into consideration. National park rangers, on the other hand, would be looking at the viable number of people that the site can accommodate at any one time. The number that the resources can support and the influence of the visitors on the habits of the animals are weighed. Tourists are more concerned with the value for their money, the quality of the attractions, and the depth of the experience.

Ceballos-Lascurain (2001) sees NGOs as the link between tourism and biodiversity conservation. He cites the role of international NGOs such as WWF, IUCN, Conservation International (CI), and The Nature Conservancy, in furthering the goals of biodiversity conservation through research, outreach, and community empowerment. NGOs can also police how the government has been acting on its policies regarding tourism and development.

Tourism’s sustainability is linked to factors such as a country’s tourism policies, the operators’ attitudes and vision, and the vigilance of NGOs and advocacy groups. McKercher (1993a as cited in Fennell, 2003) cited four reasons which can lead to the downfall of sustainable tourism and wherein three are relevant to the argument. This includes the non-recognition of tourism as a “natural resource-dependent industry,” the reality that tourism is “electorally weak” and so support from the government is not sufficient, and the “lack of leadership” to drive the industry. The third point may be linked to the fact that tourism is an international industry and that each country tries to get a piece of the returns so that it is run haphazardly with profits determining its course.

Travis (1985, p 98) acknowledged the fact that “tourism is an internationally ‘traded’
commodity.” Tourism is indeed a global industry which encourages national
governments to make the most of their natural attractions in exchange for the foreign
revenue brought in by international tourists. Government tourism agencies have created
their own marketing mechanisms to promote the natural attractions in their area, most
popular of which would be the packaged trips to natural areas for a number of days doing
the sights and preferred activities.

It is important that decision-making involves all sectors taking into consideration the
national planning objectives especially when a tourism development entails infrastructure
such as roads, airports, power and water supply as these will benefit and have an impact
not just the development itself but on the local community as well (Brohman, 1996).

The deterioration of trails due to the onslaught of visitor numbers has led to different
strategies to limit, reduce or prohibit the opening of areas to tourism. The role of
transportation in managing visitors and resources is analysed in the light of reducing
impacts to the destination area.

The effective management of resources requires a good measuring tool to quantify the
resources of a site. Inskeep (1987) suggests that to come up with a basis for tourism
planning a “thorough and systematic environmental analysis” should be done which
includes a site’s carrying capacity. This way visitor access to environmentally critical
areas may be controlled, appropriate sites for tourist facilities may be mapped out, and
vulnerable areas will be safeguarded. Another thing pointed out is the importance in
defining carrying capacity based on tourist acceptability and one that is anchored on the
environment (Inskeep, 1987). Buckley (1996) relates that the number of visitors and their
behavior is considered a “major management issue for many conservation reserves
worldwide.”

A strong public transport system, the application of appropriate traffic management
schemes, and good linkage with the programs of ecotour operators may alleviate impacts.
Coleman’s (1997) study of visitor traffic in North York Moors National Park was aimed
in getting the views of both visitors’ and residents’ on the traffic, the environmental and
visitor management system employed at the park. It also wanted to formulate a most
suitable visitor traffic management scheme that would discourage the reliance on private
vehicles and encourage use of public transport. From the results of the study, to
courage modal shift, information on the current usage of public transport and the
reasons why tourists/visitors do not utilize it is essential (Coleman, 1997).

Several regulatory instruments have been formulated to control the environmental
impacts of transportation. A review of the economic policy instruments and transport
indicators was done by Acutt and Dodgson (1997). Economic instruments included fuel
taxes, emissions taxes, variable car excise tax, scrappage bounties, road congestion
pricing, parking charges and public transport subsidies. Regulatory instruments, on the
other hand, included vehicle use restrictions, parking controls, land use planning, vehicle
noise, emission level, road construction, safety, and traffic calming. Their study provided
a wide range of policy options for governments when dealing with the impacts of
transport to the environment. The difficulty of enforcing the economic techniques is
acknowledged and they advocate that “the economic approach can be an effective
complement to the regulatory one” (Acutt and Dodgson, 1997, p 33).
METHODOLOGY

The study will be based on primary and secondary data and the required data for the study will be collected through structured questionnaire from two hundred airline passengers from T-3 and T-1D Domestic Airport of IGI Airport in New Delhi city. The respondents for the study were drawn by means of convenient sampling method.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The Researcher in the present study aimed to review role & contribution of airlines towards tourism promotion in India. Further the study intended to seek the customer’s behavior and perception towards airline services. Also researcher is interested in giving broad suggestions to improve customer satisfaction among the airline passengers based on the study finding.

RESEARCH APPROACH

The present study is concerned with the investigation of role & contribution of airlines towards tourism promotion in India. For this purpose a descriptive survey approach was considered to be most appropriate.

NATURE OF DATA:

The research shall make use of both, the primary sources and the secondary sources of data in eliciting information.

PRIMARY DATA: The primary source of data involves oral interviews and questionnaires. These sources are inadvertently expected to yield more qualitative data and results.

SAMPLE POPULATION
The need for defining a population for research project arises from the requirement to specify the group to which results of the study is applied. It is not possible for the investigator to survey all the tourists so this study will be based on the sampling study done on the sample size of 200 tourists.

THE SAMPLE & SAMPLING TECHNIQUE
Keeping in view the nature of the problem, the objectives of the study and the research design, a sample size of 200 is considered adequate. The sample shall consist of tourists in New Delhi.

SECONDARY DATA COLLECTION METHOD
The secondary source of data will include relevant literature including periodicals and journal articles in the areas of Marketing, consumer Behavior, airline industry journals, Business Research Methods, etc. The books and journals provide esoteric and quantitative data. Other sources include case studies written by various academic scholars in the field of Marketing, consumer Behavior, airline industry journals, Business Research Methods, etc

PROCEDURE FOR DATA COLLECTION
Prior permission for conducting the study will be taken from the tourists and airline passengers and the interview will be planned according to their time preference. Respondents will be approached individually and presented questionnaires. They will be instructed to ask for any clarification. Doubts will be clarified while respondents answer the questionnaire. The purpose of the study will be explained to all the respondents and will be assured of confidentiality of responses and their anonymity.

PLAN FOR DATA ANALYSIS
Researcher shall conduct a graphical analysis based on the responses received from the persons questioned and interviewed. Once the interview is over, the responses received
will be grouped together, and a graphical presentation and analysis will be made for every set of questions.

**HYPOTHESES**

H1: There is significant relationship between effective Airlines operations & tourism development in India

H2: Efficient Airlines Operations & tourist satisfaction ultimately promotes tourism sector in India
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